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Abstract
In this paper
 
we describe a new approach for learning dialog act pro
cessing In this approach we integrate a symbolic semantic segmentation
parser with a learning dialog act network In order to support the un
foreseeable errors and variations of spoken language we have concentrated
on robust datadriven learning This approach already compares favorably
with the statistical average plausibility method produces a segmentation
and dialog act assignment for all utterances in a robust manner and re
duces knowledge engineering since it can be bootstrapped from rather small
corpora Therefore we consider this new approach as very promising for
learning dialog act processing
 
This article has been submitted and accepted to the International Conference on Computa
tional Linguistics  Kopenhagen Denmark

  Introduction
For several decades the pragmatic interpretation at a dialog act level belongs to
the most dicult and challenging tasks for natural language processing and com
putational linguistics Austin  Searle  Wilks  Recently we can
see an important development in natural language processing and computational
linguistics towards the use of empirical learning methods for instance Charniak
	 Marcus et al 	 Wermter  Jones  Wermter et al 
Primarily new learning approaches have been successful for lexically or syn
tactically tagged text corpora In this paper we want to examine the potential of
learning techniques at higher pragmatic dialog levels of spoken language Learn
ing at least part of the dialog knowledge is desirable since it could reduce the
knowledge engineering eort Furthermore inductive learning algorithms work
in a datadriven mode and have the ability to extract gradual regularities in a
robust manner This robustness is particularly important for processing spoken
language since spoken language can contain constructions including interjections
pauses corrections repetitions false starts semantically or syntactically incorrect
constructions etc
The use of learning is a new approach at the level of dialog acts and only
recently there have been some learning approaches for dialog knowledge Mast
et al  Alexanderson et al  Reithinger and Maier  Wang and
Waibel  Dierent from these approaches in this paper we examine the
combination of learning techniques in simple recurrent networks with symbolic
segmentation parsing at a dialog act level
Input to our dialog component are utterances from a corpus of business meet
ing arrangements like Tuesday at 
 is for me now again bad because I there
still train I think we should delay the whole then really to the next week is this
for you possible

 For a at level of dialog act processing the incremental output
is  utterance boundaries within a dialog turn and  the specic dialog act
within an utterance The paper is structured as follows First we will outline the
domain and task and we will illustrate the dialog act categories Then we will
describe the overall architecture of the dialog component in the SCREEN system
Symbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for Natural language consisting of
the segmentation parser and the dialog act network We will describe the learn
ing and generalization results for this dialog component and we will point out

This is almost a literal translation of the German utterance 	Dienstags um zehn ist bei
mir nun wiederum schlecht weil ich da noch trainieren bin ich denke wir sollten das Ganze dann
doch auf die n
achste Woche verschieben geht es bei ihnen da We have chosen the literal word
byword translation since our processing is incremental and knowledge about the order of the
German words matter for processing

contributions and further work
 The Task
The main task is the examination of learning for dialog act processing and the
domain is the arrangement of business dates For this domain we have developed
a classication of dialog acts which is shown in table  together with examples
Our guideline for the choice of these dialog acts was based on  the particular
domain and corpus and  our goal to learn rather few dialog categories but in a
robust manner


Dialog act Abbreviation Example
acceptance acc That would be ne
query query Do you know Hamburg
rejection rej This is too late for me
request comment rec Is that possible
request suggestion res When would it be ok
statement state Right its a Tuesday
date	loc suggestion sug I propose April 
th
miscellaneous misc So long bye
Table  Dialog acts and examples
For example in our example turn below there are several utterances and each
of them has a particular dialog act as shown below The turn starts with a
rejection followed by an explaining statement Then a suggestion is made and a
request for commenting on this suggestion
  Dienstags um zehn ist bei mir nun wiederum schlecht Tuesday at 
 is for
me now again bad  rejection
  weil ich da noch trainieren bin because I there still train  statement
  ich denke I think  miscellaneous
  wir sollten das Ganze dann doch auf die naechste Woche verschieben we
should the whole then really to the next week delay we should delay the
whole then really to the next week suggestion

This is also motivated by our additional goal of receiving noisy input directly from a speech
recognizer
	
  geht es bei ihnen da is that for you possible  request comment
It is important to note that segmentation parsing and dialog act processing
work incremental and in parallel on the incoming stream of word hypotheses
After each incoming word the segmentation parsing and dialog act processing
analyze the current input For instance dialog act hypotheses are available with
the rst input word although good hypotheses may only be possible after most of
an utterance has been seen Our general goal here is to produce hypotheses about
segmentation and dialog acts as early as possible in an incremental manner
 The Overall Approach
The research presented here is embedded in a larger eort for examining hybrid
connectionist learning capabilities for the analysis of spoken language at various
acoustic syntactic semantic and pragmatic levels To investigate hybrid connec
tionist architectures for speechlanguage analysis we developed the SCREEN sys
tem Symbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for Natural language Wermter
and Weber  For the task of analyzing spontaneous language we pursue a
shallow screening analysis which uses primarily at representations like category
sequences wherever possible
Figure  gives an overview of our dialog component in SCREEN The interpre
tation of utterances is based on syntactic semantic and dialog knowledge for each
word The syntactic and semantic knowledge is provided by other SCREEN com
ponents and has been described elsewhere Wermter and Weber  Each word
of an utterance is processed incrementally and passed to the segmentation parser
and to the dialog act network The dialog act network provides the currently rec
ognized dialog act for the current at frame representation of the utterance part
The segmentation parser provides knowledge about utterance boundaries This
is important control knowledge for the dialog act network since without knowing
about utterance boundaries the dialog network may assign incorrect dialog acts
 The Segmentation Parser
The segmentation parser receives one word at a time and builds up a at frame
structure in an incremental manner see tables  and 	 Together with each
word the segmentation parser receives syntactic and semantic knowledge about
this word based on other syntactic and semantic modules in SCREEN Each word
is associated with  its most plausible basic syntactic category eg noun verb
adjective  its most plausible abstract syntactic category eg noun group verb

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Figure  Architecture of dialog act component

group prepositional group 	 basic semantic category eg animate abstract
and  abstract semantic category eg agent object recipient
Slots  Phrase Final Phrase
dialog act cat reject
type is is
verbform is is
question nil nil
auxiliary nil nil
agent nil nil
object nil nil
recipient for me
timeat Tuesday Tuesday
at  at 
timefrom nil nil
timeto nil nil
locationat nil nil
locationfrom nil nil
locationto nil nil
conrm nil nil
negation nil bad
miscellaneous nil now again
input Tuesday at  Tuesday at 
is is for me
now again bad
Table  Incremental slot lling in frame  literal incremental translation Dien
stags um zehn ist bei mir nun wiederum schlecht Tuesday at 
 is for me now
again bad
This syntactic and semantic category knowledge is used by the segmentation
parser for two main purposes First this category knowledge is needed for our
segmentation heuristics For our domain we have developed segmentation rules
which allow the system to split turns into utterances For instance if we know
that the basic syntactic category of a word because is conjunction and it is
part of a conjunction group then this is an indication to close the current frame
and trigger a new frame for the next utterance Second the category knowledge
primarily the abstract semantic knowledge is used for lling the frames so that
we get a symbolically accessible structure rather than a tagged word sequence
The segmentation parser is able to segment  of the  turns with 	 ut
terances correctly The remaining  are mostly dicult ambiguous cases some
of which could be resolved if more knowledge could be used For instance while
many conjunctions like because are good indicators for utterance borders some

Slots  Phrase Final Phrase
dialog act cat statement
type move move
verbform nil train
question nil nil
auxiliary nil am
agent I I
object nil nil
recipient nil nil
timeat nil nil
timefrom nil nil
timeto nil nil
locationat nil nil
locationfrom nil nil
locationto nil nil
conrm nil nil
negation nil nil
miscellaneous because because
there still there still
input because I because I
there still there still
train am
Table 	 Incremental slot lling in frame weil ich da noch trainieren bin be
cause I there still train am

conjunctions like and and or may not start new coordinated subsentences but
coordinate noun groups Fundamental structural disambiguation could be used
to deal with these cases Since they occur relatively rarely in our spoken utter
ances we have chosen not to incorporate structural disambiguation Furthermore
another class of errors is characterized by time and location speciers which can
occur at the end or start of an utterance For instance consider the example On
Tuesday the sixth of April I still have a slot in the afternoon  is that possible
versus On Tuesday the sixth of April I still have a slot  in the afternoon is
that possible Such decisions are dicult and additional knowledge like prosody
might help here Currently there is a preference for lling the earlier frame
 The Dialog Act Network
In table  we have described the dialog acts we use in our domain Before we start
to describe any experiments on learning dialog acts we show the distribution of
dialog acts across our training and test sets Table  shows the distribution for our
set of  turns with 	 utterances There were 

 utterances in the training
set and  in the test set As we can see suggestions and explanatory statements
often occur but in general all dialog acts occur reasonably often This distribution
analysis is important for judging the learning and generalization behavior
Category Training Test
sug 	 
state 
 
rej  

misc  
res 
 
acc  
query  	
rec  	
Table  Distribution of the dialog acts in training and test set
After this initial distribution analysis we now describe our network architecture
for learning dialog acts Dialog acts depend a lot on signicant words and word
order Certain key words are much more signicant for a certain dialog act than
others For instance propose is highly signicant for the dialog act suggest
while in is not Therefore we computed a smoothed dialog act plausibility vector

for each word w which reects the plausibility of the categories for a particular
word The sum of all values is  and each value is at least 

 The plausibility
value of a word w in a dialog category da
i
with the frequency f is computed as
described in the formula below
f
da
i
w f
da
i
w  f
da
j
 
da
j
  


Total frequency fw in corpus
Table  shows examples of plausibility vectors for some words As we can see
bad has the highest plausibility for the reject dialog act and propose for the
suggest dialog act On the other hand the word is is not particularly signicant
for certain dialog acts and therefore has a plausibility vector with relatively evenly
distributed values
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Table  Three examples for plausibility vectors
We have experimented with dierent variations of simple recurrent networks
Elman 
 for learning dialog act assignment We had chosen simple recurrent
networks since these networks can represent the previous context in an utterance
in their recurrent context layer The best performing network is shown in gure 
Input to this network is the current word represented by its dialog plausibility
vector The output is the dialog act of the whole utterance Between input and
output layer there are the hidden layer and the context layer All the feedforward
connections in the network are fully connected Only the recurrent connections
from the hidden layer to the context layer are  copy connections which repre
sent the internal learned context of the utterance before the current word Training
in these networks is performed by using gradient descent Rumelhart et al 
using up to 	


 cycles through the training set By using the internal learned
context it is possible to make dialog act assignments for a whole utterance While

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Figure  Dialog act network with dialog plausibility vectors as input


processing a whole utterance each word is presented with its plausibility vector
and at the output layer we can check the incrementally assigned dialog acts for
each incoming word of the utterance
We have experimented with dierent input knowledge only dialog act plau
sibility vectors additional abstract semantic plausibility vectors etc dierent
architectures dierent numbers of context layers and dierent number of units
in hidden layer etc Due to space restrictions it is not possible to describe all
these comparisons Therefore we just focus on the description of the network with
the best generalization performance
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Table  Performance of simple recurrent network with dialog plausibility vectors
in percent
Table  shows the results for our training and test utterances The overall
performance on the training set was 
 on the training set and  on the
test set An utterance was counted as classied in the correct dialog act class if the
majority of the outputs of the dialog act network corresponded with the desired
dialog act This good performance is partly due to the distributed representation
in the dialog plausibility vector at the input layer Other second best networks
with additional local representations for abstract semantic category knowledge
could perform better on the training set but failed to generalize on the test set
and only reached 
The remaining errors are partly due to seldomly occurring dialog acts For
instance there are only  of the training utterances and  of the test ut
terances which belong to the requestcomment dialog act The network was not
able to learn correct assignments due to the little training data The drop in the
performance for the query dialog act from training to test set can be explained
by the higher variability of the queries compared to all other categories Since

queries dier much more from each other than all other dialog acts they could not
be generalized However they do not occur very often All other often occurring
dialog act categories performed very well as the individual percentages and the
overall percentage show
 Discussion and Conclusions
What do we learn from this When we started this work it was not clear to what
extent a symbolic segmentation parser and a connectionist learning dialog act
network could be integrated to perform an analysis at the semantics and dialog
level We have shown that a symbolic segmentation parser and a learning dialog
network can be integrated to perform dialog act assignments for spoken utterances
While other related work has focused on statistical learning we have explored the
use of learning in simple recurrent networks Our corpus of  words is still
medium size Nevertheless we consider the results as promising given that it is 
to the best of our knowledge  the rst attempt to integrate symbolic segmentation
parsing with dialog act learning in simple recurrent networks
How well do we perform compared to related work In spite of many projects
in the ATIS and VERBMOBIL domains there is not a lot of work on learning
for the dialog level However recently there have been some investigations of
statistical techniques Reithinger and Maier  Alexanderson et al 
Mast et al  For instance Mast and colleagues report  for learning
dialog act assignment with semantic classication trees and  for learning with
pentagrams but they also used more categories than in our approach so that the
approaches are not directly comparable
For a further evaluation of our trained network architecture we compared our
results with a statistical approach based on the same data Plausibility vectors for
dialog acts represent the distribution of dialog acts for each word for the current
corpus However for assigning a dialog act to a whole utterance all the words
of this utterance have to be considered A simple but ecient approach would
be to compute the average plausibility vector for each utterance which has been
found Then the dialog act with the highest averaged plausibility vector for a
complete utterance would be taken as the computed dialog act This statistical
approach reached a performance of  correctness on the training and test set
compared to the  and  of our dialog network So simple recurrent networks
performed better than the statistical average plausibility method In comparison
to statistical techniques which have also been used successfully on large corpora it
is our understanding that simple recurrent networks may be particularly suitable
for domains where only smaller corpora are available or where classication data

is hard to get as it is the case for pragmatic dialog acts
What will be further work So far we have concentrated on single utterances
and we do not account for the relationship between utterances in a dialog While
we could demonstrate that such a local strategy could assign correct dialog acts
in many cases it might be interesting to explore to what extent knowledge about
previous dialog acts in previous utterances could even improve our results Fur
thermore we have developed the segmentation parser and dialog act network as
very robust components In fact both are very robust in the sense that they will
always produce the best possible segmentation and dialog act categorization In
the future we plan to explore how the output from a speech recognizer can be
processed by our dialog component Sentence and word hypotheses from a speech
recognizer are still far from optimal for continuously spoken spontaneous speech
Therefore we have to account for highly ungrammatical constructions The seg
mentation parser and the dialog network already contain the robustness which is
a precondition for dealing with realworld speech input
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